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The therapeutic efficacy of many drugs is highly dependent on their quantity and retention time in the bloodstream. Body-
conditioned degradation reactions can lead to a reduction in the amount of active ingredient required for a therapy so that a 
desired medical effect does not occur.  

One approach to circumvent this is to use so-called polymers as pharmaceutical excipients and active ingredient building 
blocks. These make it possible to " disguise" the active ingredients from the body's own degradation reactions in a way that 
they can circulate in the bloodstream for a long time and thus develop their full therapeutic potential. One of the polymers 
most commonly used for this purpose is polyethylene glycol (PEG), but its permanent use in PEG-containing drugs is 
increasingly leading to many undesirable effects such as kidney damage or allergic reactions. 

The aim of the "Next-PEG" project is to research new biomaterials that are suitable for replacing PEG, which is widely used 
in the pharmaceutical industry. The new biomaterials, or rather their architecturally different structure, are intended to 
overcome the undesirable side effects of PEG. Within the project period, not only the production of the new biomaterials but 
also the necessary process and procedure steps are to be established to such an extent that after the end of the project the 
results obtained can be directly transferred to a potential industrial application. 

 
 

Freie Universität Berlin (FKZ: 13XP5049A) 
Synthesis and characterisation of polyglycerols and their in vivo evaluation. 

Julius-Maximillians-University of Würzburg (FKZ: 13XP5049B) 
Localized decoration of biological active ingredients and optimization of the linker/active ingredient interface. 

Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena (FKZ: 13XP5049C)  
Poly(2-oxazoline) as PEG replacement in polymer-protein conjugates. 

Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, Langen (FKZ: 13XP5049D) 
Safety and efficiency study for various interferon (IFN) alpha-2a conjugates. 
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Figure: Project objective of the joint project NextPEG: Production of new 
polymers in pharmaceutical quantity and quality. 
(Source: FU Berlin) 


